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Job title Environment technician 

(ML interviews of linked firms)  

(SCIC EC interviews of linked firms)  

  

Values and key-words  

What do I contribute for Le Pays? What values 
does this job stand for, that I represent ? (ESS 
link)  

Job key-words  

The most attractive  

  

national et local context for this activity / 
professional  

5-year-old-plus jobs and job potential  

Economical viability 
Energy savings and carbon imprint assessments 
now interest lots of firms 

Outlets 1500 jobs annually, level 'bac'+2 or 3 

Structures that do offer such jobs 

Big firms 
Communities 
self-employed 

  

Job definition  

Tasks, assignments, missions : 

As a technician for sustainable development, we 
happen to deal with renewable energies, of 
course, but we also deal with waste. When 
missioned by a firm, we audit the situation in order 
to propose solution to reduce waste, optimize 
consumptions while respecting the firm's 
production imperatives. Such a job requires a true 
passion for the environment. 
 

 He aims at protecting the current 
environment; he works to slash pollution of 
all kinds, to slash waste volumes while 
sensitizing on the importance of such 
measures. He happens to implement 
solutions to reach such goals 



Job specific conditions & characteristics  

Flexibility (i.e. capacity to split a project into 
various modules)  

Salary, career perspectives and progression 
Beginner : gross monthly salary €1200 to 1400 
Confirmed : gross monthly salary €1800 to 2000 

  

Recruiting  

Formation, trainings 

'bac' + 2 to 5 : 
 BTSA water management, management 

and protection of the environment 
 DUT biologic engineering, specializes in 

protection of the environment 
 Licences Pro 
 diploma of engineer (access to 

management level) 

Pre-requisites    

Physical aptitudes 

 
 
 

Behavior 

 
 Passion for the environment 
 outgoing, like teamwork 
 keen on technologies 
 motivated for moving lines 

Learnt competences & skills 

 Solid scientific and law basis 
 power to propose 
 pedagogical skills 
 animation skills 

  

Job - trade  

Competences close to the job (?????)  

transferability  

Mobility  

  

Sources/resources  

Already existing description files  

 Source websites  

Job 'ambassadors'  



Resource (contactable) people & agencies  

Where to find information about that job  

 


